Barriers to the radial diffusion of ions in maize roots.
The water-extractable and ion-exchangeable fractions of the free space of maize roots for sodium ions has been determined. The free space of whole roots, excised roots and isolated stelar and cortical tissues, has been compared and the results examined for any evidence of a barrier between the cortex and the stele. Similarly the free space of whole roots and excised roots, from which the epidermal and outer cortical cells have been removed by shaving, has been compared and the results examined for any evidence of an epidermal barrier.Whole roots gave a free space value some 20% lower than excised roots. It was calculated that this difference could be accounted for if the cortical tissues only were considered in estimating the whole root value, that is if the stele was considered as participating in the excised root but not in the whole root. Samples in which isolated cortical and stelar material were measured together, or separately and the value calculated, gave similar values to those obtained for excised roots. These results are interpreted as evidence that a barrier to free diffusion exists between the cortical and the stelar tissues at or near the endodermis. Shaving both whole and excised roots increased the free space by about 35%. However, as this value was similar for both, it was concluded that the increase was due to the contribution of damaged cortical cells and does not indicate that the epidermis is an effective barrier to the diffusive entry of sodium ions into the root.